“Delivering Love” Music Video featuring Tony Winner and Broadway Stars

By Caren Pinto, Communications and Media Relations Manager

We hope you’ll join us in song with our new agency music video, “Delivering Love,” a parody of “Seasons of Love” from the legendary musical, RENT.

We launched “Delivering Love” thanks to the help of our friends, Tony winner Bonnie Milligan, and Broadway stars Bradley Gibson, Arielle Jacobs, and Zachary Noah Piser. We are grateful to our collaborators for lifting their voices (and their hearts!) in song to raise awareness for God’s Love and all of the phenomenal work that our volunteers and supporters help us accomplish on behalf of our clients and their families.

Watch Delivering Love!
View this post on Instagram

You can also watch “Delivering Love on Facebook, YouTube, and LinkedIn.”
Learning Community Service at God’s Love

Students learning about community service at Avenues New York visited God's Love We Deliver to discover the meaning of giving back.

Honoring Lester Gribetz: A Legacy of Dedication and Inspiration

Dedicated Board member Lester Gribetz dedicated himself to securing a stable future for God's Love We Deliver.
**Kicking off Pride at Ellen’s Stardust Diner**

God’s Love We Deliver and the iconic Ellen’s Stardust Diner kicked off a collaboration filled with love, acceptance, and PRIDE!